
TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES PRESENTATION 
 

 
*AWL –approx. $5 Clover-helps clear threads from under sewing machine needle, 
 bobbin threads etc 
 -helps to press under appliqué pieces 
 -helps hold small pieces in place 
 -DO NOT use on corners it is too pointy 
 
*CLEAN PIZZA BOX – can be used instead of the 12”x12” plastic boxes from Michaels 
 to hold 12” or smaller blocks or pieces that you are working on 
 
*EXTENDABLE MAGNET- great for picking up pins from anywhere--- under tables  
 etc.  found at Home Depot, Princess Auto 
 -can also find one with a light on it 
 
*MAGNETIC DISHES-from auto supply places are used to hold nuts and bolts etc and 
 are a stronger magnet than ones from a fabric store 
 
*SUCTION CUPS-from auto supply places to hold quilt rulers down cheaper than 
 quilt  store ones 
 
*RUBBER MATTING- usually used under carpets and in kitchen cupboards and 
 drawers can be cut into small pieces and used to hold quilt rulers in place, 
 better than sticky dots 
 
*LAZER LIGHT- can be attached to front of sewing machine for more accurate ½  
 square triangle sewing 
 
*TERIAL MAGIC – like Best Press but better 
 
*VODKA (1 oz) + Water= spray for fabric instead of Best Press .  Vodka contains  
 potato starch.  However, be aware that some alcohols, which sometimes are 
 also found in some marker pens can cause certain fibres ie silk to deteriorate 
 
*2 cups water + 1 Tablespoon White Vinegar + 1 tsp pure hair conditioner creates a  
 spray that will take wrinkles out of fabric 
 
 
*FINGER PRESS or HERA MARKER – approx. $6 Clover- it is a hard plastic with a  
 slanted edge 
 -creates perfectly flat seams, marks fabric and helps in paper piecing 
 
*FILE FOLDER HOLDER-  with tall sides will hold quilt rulers for less cost than usual 
 quilt ruler holder 
 



*FIBER CORE BOARD-  covered with batting.  The batting is held on the back of the  
 board with duct tape creates mini design boards of different sizes. 
 
*SLIVERS OF LEFTOVER BARS OF SOAP-  ie. Dove can be used to mark dark fabrics 
 
*SHAPE CUT PLUS –can purchase at a Quilt Store- use it to cut strips ½” and up 
 -can cut through multiple layers 
 -can find Youtube videos  to learn how to use it 
 
*ELMER WHITE GLUE- can be used to hold pieces of fabric together 
 
*SCOTCH REMOVABLE TAPE- will hold pieces of fabric together, fix paper piecing 
 paper 
 -because it is low tack you can sew thru it.  The tape will not gum up neelde 
 
*SWIMMING NOODLE-cover with fabric and create a flap of fabric 
 -allows you to roll up blocks and they won’t get wrinkles 
 
*GLASS HEADED PINS- allow you to iron over them and heads will not melt 
 
*CHALK O’LINER- *******DON”T USE on front of fabric it DOES NOT come out 
  a number of the Guild Members confirm this 
 -instead fill container with talcum powder-it does come out 
 
*SODIAL BOBBIN CLIPS-  a plastic clip to hold bobbin to spool  
 -keeps them organized 
 
*CUTTING BOARD CLEANER-  a gummy square ($5.50) that picks up imbedded 
 fibers found in Rotary cutter marks of cutting mat 
 -will also fill in cuts 
 -another product that is a board cleaner is made by Creative Home Arts 
 Club Board Cleaner ($8.99)  -thin rectangle picks up imbedded fibers 
 -another product is a device that looks like a honey pot stirrer that when 
 rolled across the mat will pick up threads 
  
*take top of large Gutterman spools of thread and interior can be used to hold 
needles 
 
 
 


